Abstract. A growing concern emerges regarding the possibility of counterfeiting currencies using digital imaging technologies. In order to help developing resistance against this new type of fraud, this paper presents possible attacking scenarios against supposedly sophisticated document protection systems based on digital watermarking. These new attacks, which w ould allow e v en an average counterfeiter to reproduce banknotes or passports created using systems with built-in watermark detector.
Introduction
Image video acquisition and reproduction systems a ord virtually unprecedented opportunities for the forgery and counterfeiting of documents, ID cards, passports, banknotes and other valuable documents. The low price and simultaneously high quality of modern scanners, printers, image editors, as well as the computational power of current computers, o er a powerful basis for average or even inexperienced counterfeiters to easily create high-quality reproductions of the above documents. Moreover, the fast distribution of information, technologies and software via Internet presents real unconstrained opportunities for counterfeiters to access and distribute such knowledge.
To ght such counterfeiting, a numb e r o f w orld leading companies and universities propose to use digital watermarking as a possible solution 1,4,12,11 . The latest proposal 10 aims at creating a complete security architecture to prevent: input output of valuable documents in out of computers, as well as editing and further distribution or usage of the faked documents. The main idea of this proposal is to integrate the watermark detection in every piece of multimedia hardware. Any attempt to use a scanner, photo-or web cameras to digitize a valuable document, or a printer to reproduce copies is to be immediately indicated on the display with the operating system refusing to continue the process. A further possibility is to send a message informing about such attempt to a specialized organization keeping track of forgeries. ID or personalized document information, or information about hardware seller or consumer can be used as a watermark. The generalized block-diagram of this approach can be depicted as in Figure 1 . This scenario is very attractive, but presents many security threats at di erent levels of the system architecture. We will brie y consider the main ones:
1. The system architecture does not support any future enhancement o f t h e digital watermarking technology. This practically means that the watermarking system, being once accepted, should be compatible in the future with all possible modi cations. This is not very likely in such a dynamically developing eld as digital watermarking is.
2. To be exploited worldwide, the system assumes key managementbased on a public scheme that advocates the usage of the publicly known key for watermark embedding. This does not achieve an adequate level of security. P otentially, everybody or at least all digital imaging systems manufacturers will be able to utilize the watermarking key to counterfeit some dedicated documents or currencies.
3. The proposed system would become a de-facto worldwide standard for the worldwide digital industry. It is necessary to note, that no certi cation of watermarking technologies exist at the moment. Projects aiming at such certi cation, such as the European project Certimark, are just starting their activity 9 .
4. The practical introduction of the system makes sense only under the condition of a global worldwide agreement b e t ween all manufacturers and countries to utilize the same technology. Otherwise, the consumers will have always a choice between systems with or without some functional constraints the same story is happenning with the DVD industry. Additionally, without such an counterfeiters will always be able to order imaging systems from countries or companies which does not joint this agreement. 5. Counterfeiters with a su cient amount of technological and nancial resources will always be able reproduce the simplest versions of the imaging devices themselves.
Therefore, in practice, an additional scenario that was not foreseen in proposal is possible. The counterfeiters can utilize the so-called replacement attack". The main idea of the replacement attack, according to Figure 2 , consists in the usage of devices without watermark detectors or of documents without watermarks. Obviously, someone can buy imaging devices today and keep them in the future. The same is true for banknotes. One can keep old banknotes without watermarks and reproduce them later even on an equipment that contains a built-in watermark detection.
The problem is even more complicated by the fact that a large number of image processing attacks against digital watermarking exist already which can be easily utilized by the attackers and by the counterfeiters 13 .
We m a y further consider an even easier attacking scenario that does not require any auxiliary equipment like in the replacement attacks. The analysis we propose in the text that follows consists of a set of possible attacks that exploit the weak points of modern digital watermarking and the speci cs of the proposed system architecture. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we describe the general concept of blur deblur attacks whose goal are to prevent w atermark detection. Section 3 discusses the restoration algorithm which w ould permit an attacker t enhance images after the blur attack. In Section 4, we present possible attacking scenarios against digitized documents containig watermarks. Section 5 introduces split merge attack. Finally, section 6 presents the results of attacks and section 7 contains our conclusions.
Blur Deblur attacks
In this section we describe the general concept of blur deblur attacks. The blockdiagram of this attacking scenario is depicted in Figure 3 . The main idea of the proposed attack consists in the simultaneous exploitation of the weaknesses of digital watermarking technologies and of the de ciencies of the considered architecture of the document protection system. Consider the following scenario in details, starting from the image acquisition system. The basic assumption used for the design of the proposed secure architecture of the document protection system 10 is that a counterfeiter cannot easily digitize or take a picture of a protected document, due to the use of imaging devices with a built-in watermark detector. Therefore, the rst line of attack consists in preventing successful detection of the watermark by such devices. To reach this goal, the counterfeiter can utilize some prior knowledge about the weaknesses of current w atermarking technologies, available for example from the StirMark benchmarking home page of Fabien Petitcolas 8 , from the European project Certimark 9 , or more generally from any publication that deals with watermarking attacks or benchmarking. It is commonly known in the watermarking community that for example random bending distortions or image smoothing are still considerable weak points for the majority o f w atermarking algorithms. Therefore, the counterfeiter can exploit these attacks to disable watermark detection.
As the practical examples of these attacks, one can use: defocusing or blurring changing the focus distance in the photo-, video-or web cameras; putting the documents on some distance from the scanner or copy machine working surface to create some defocusing; slightly mutually move document and imaging device during scanning or taking picture; putting documents in such plane with respect to the imaging device to create generally projective geometrical transform. The list of possible pre-distortions can be considerably extended depending on the particularities of the imaging technology. W e will refer to any possible distortion in this scenario as a blur. This operation can be generally modeled as: y = Hx+ n 1
where y is the blurred image at the output of an imaging device, x is a watermarked image or document, H is the blurring operator and n is the noise of the imaging system. The original image is s a n d a w atermark created by some additive linear watermarking technology is denoted as w. The geometrical distortions can be modeled as global a ne or projective transforms.
The only problem that could appear due to such blur attack lies in the degradation of the quality of the obtained image which is an important issue for the counterfeiter whose goal is to further exploit the faked document. Therefore, the quality o f y should be as high as possible. To reach this objective, the attacker can utilize techniques that allow the inversion of the imaging equation 1; this is described in the next section.
Restoration of blurred image
The inversion of 1 is an ill-posed problem that requires to use either dedicated deterministic regularization or stochastic approach 2 . We will use here a stochastic approach based on a maximum a posteriori probability MAP estimator: b x = arg maxx 2 N fln p n y j e x + ln p X e xg 3 where p n : is the p.d.f. of the noise and p X : is the prior distribution of image. More generally estimators like penalized likelihood can be considered as well as minimum description length MDL estimator 6 could be also used. One can use sophisticated prior models of image with good edge-preserving properties like Markov Random Fields MRF, Huber, Generalized Gaussian, Talvar or line model 3 . Since we are following the attacking scenario of the average attacker the resulting restoration algorithm should be either very simple to implement for example in Matlab, or its solution should easily be found on Internet. This motivates us to choose a simple non-stationary Gaussian model for the image x N x; R x with local mean x and covariance matrix R x , and a Gaussian model for the noise n N 0; R n . Assuming image and noise are conditionally i.i.d. one can determine: b x = H T R n ,1 H + C T R x ,1 C ,1 H T R n ,1 y 4 where T denotes transpose, and C represents a high-pass ltering decomposition operator and which can be also rewritten as Cx= I , Ax = x , Ax = x , x; where I is the unitary matrix, A is a low-pass lter used to compute the nonstationary local mean x. The obtained solution corresponds to Wiener lter. The above maximization problem can be e ciently solved using the method of successive approximation 2 , which yields the following iteration: , where R n = 2 n I and R x = 2 x I. The iterative methods make possible to incorporate also a number of deterministic constraints into the solution in very simple manner. Therefore, for comparatively low cost of programming, the attacker can obtain quite powerful restoration technique.
Attacking scenarios
Once the image is restored from the blur the counterfeiter can use di erent attacking scenarios to reach the nal goal, i.e. to create a faked document. We assume the simplest linear additive w atermarking scheme 2. The theoretical analysis of the possible attacks against this scheme is reported by V oloshynovskiy et al 13 . Therefore, we will concentrate only on the most appropriate group of estimation-based attacks depending on the image reproduction system available for the counterfeiter Figure 3 .
The rst possible scenario assumes that the counterfeiter has only access to a reproduction system with built-in watermark detector. Therefore, the main goal of the attack should consist in the removal of the watermark or of the damaging of its synchronization without introduction of visible artifacts. The possible candidates for these attacks are: removal denoising lossy compression, denoising and perceptual remodulation, synchronization removal random bending attack, template removal, projective transforms 13 .
If the counterfeiter has also access to a printing system without watermark detector, the spectrum of possible attacks can be considerably extended. The printing can be performed without any image modi cation. Secondly, to decrease public con dence, or even to damage the economy of other countries or to decrease their international reputation, the counterfeiters might b e i n terested in creating public distrust in the currency or in other valuable documents. As the possible attacking scenario that perfectly ts this goal, the copy attack can be used 5 . Moreover, the counterfeiters can try to increase their personal interest based on the weaknesses of the watermarking protection system. For example, the watermark corresponding to larger banknote nominal could be embedded in smaller ones, if the bank machines are using watermarking for checking the denomination of the banknotes.
Split merge attack
In this section we propose another new attack that we call the split merge attack. A split merge attacking game can be considered in the framework of the above attacks. However, since it can be used independently we consider it in more details. The split merge attack is in its spirit similar to the mosaic attack proposed for Internet cracking of digital watermarking technologies used for copyright protection 7 . The same basic idea can be used for the counterfeiting of valuable documents on two levels. First, at image digitization the attacker shows visualizes only a part of the document that is not small enough for the watermark detector in the imaging device to fail. The rest of the document i s shadowed or cut on some orthogonal cells or pieces. At the second stage, another part of document i s s h o wn up to the imaging device in an amount that prevents successful watermark detection. This operation is repeated until the whole document is digitized.
Secondly, the printing of a watermarked document can be accomplished even using reproduction devices equipped with a watermark detector. The printing process is straightforward: the counterfeiter prints the whole document piece by piece on the same paper. This process could be also applied for the printing of the documents after copy attack on the equipment containing a watermark detector. 
Test Results
We use the described attacks to test the possibility of counterfeiting an entire document protection architecture with some virtual watermarking technologies". This means that these technologies are to our knowledge not directly exploited in some currency protection device, but since they are publicly available and represent the state-of-the art in copyright protection applications, they allow t o e v aluate the future tactics of counterfeiters. Moreover, it is not very likely that some more robust technologies will appear quickly than those that are already patented and implemented in the commercial watermarking tools. As an example, we used Digimarc, SysCop and IkonaMark methods to test the proposed attacks.
The results for the proposed blur deblur attack are shown in Figure 5 . The test image of a 100 Swiss frank banknote Figure 5a was watermarked using the PhotoShop version of Digimark, Figure 5b . The image was printed and scanned; the watermark was successfully detected. The blurring was then applied, resulting in the image shown in Figure 5c . The attempt to detect the watermark failed. The resulting image after restoration is shown in Figure 5d . The image is of su cient quality to be used for further counterfeiting and the watermark is successfully detected. The attacks described in Section 4 can be applied depending on the nal goal of counterfeiter.
We performed the simulation of the watermarking system proposed in the patent 10 to show the e ciency of the proposed attack e v en against systems that are not publicly available as software. The above pattern in Figure 6 i s referred to the ne art watermark modulation that uses changing of the line width and density. The Figure 6 shows the results of the applied blur deblur attack for this type of watermarking systems. The performed modeling clearly indicates that the proposed attack is e cient against simulated system proposed in 10 .
The split merge attack w as also successfully tested against the Digimark and SysCop algorithms, by splitting the image into 6 parts. Both systems were unable to detect the watermark from the small pieces.
Conclusions
In this article we h a ve considered possible attacks against the recently proposed concept of exploiting digital watermarking as a tool against counterfeiting and forge of valuable documents. The critical analysis performed clearly shows that even an average counterfeiter could easily overcome all security measures and forger the documents supposed to be protected by this system. Moreover, the protocol attacks scenarios discussed here show that even introducing new extremely robust watermarking algorithms seems to be questionable in view of improving the security level of the considered architecture. Deeper investigations should be carefully performed before considering this system as the working prototype on the world-wide level. 
